
Notes of iGT RP009  
 
Thursday 27th January 2011 
 
Teleconference 
 
Participating: 
 
David Speake (chair)  ESP 
Paul Edwards   GTC 
Jenny Rawlinson  GTC 
Sham Afonja   NPower 
Gethyn Howard  IPL 
Tabish Khan   Ofgem  
Colette Baldwin   Eon 
Kevin Woollard  British Gas 
 
Apologies: Dan Simons (EDF), Trevor Peacock (Fulcrum), Lorraine Kerr (Scottish Power) 
 
Actions from previous meeting 
 
All previous actions had been closed apart from those assigned to Dan Simons but in his absence 
these were carried over. 
 
Summary of discussions 
 
The notes from the previous meeting were reviewed.  It was noted that the following desired 
outcomes should not be considered agreed by all parties, and that perhaps they were more 
accurately capturing shipper requirements than iGT wants.  The following alternative text is 
proposed which provides more detail: 
 
 

DS asked shippers to put forward a number of desired outcomes to help frame further 
discussions: 
 

1. More robust terms and conditions for metering, including further detail on standards 
of service etc. 

2. The removal of RPC meters from network code 
3. Making installation of own meters on new build sites easier 
4. Bundled metering charges (legacy) back into transportation statements where change 

governance and Ofgem oversight is agreed to exist 
 
It should be noted that these are not universally agreed as the aims of all group members.  
More specifically, iGTs could generally support Item 1; had yet to reach a conclusion on 
Item 2; believed Item 3needed more justification as to why it is perceived to be difficult to 
install meters on new build sites, since iGTs did not put up any obstacles to doing so; and 
believed that Item 4 was not as straightforward an issue as it might initially seem. 

 
DS explained that the purpose of the call was to consider two documents previously circulated: 

• The PSR/new connections document created by iGTs in 2009 
• The redrafting of sections D and E carried out by shippers in 2010 

 



Some iGTs had prepared comments on the section D drafting but shippers did not feel in a 
position to carry out a page turn since so few shippers were represented.  They expressed a wish 
to see an annotated version of the drafting to facilitate discussion.  iGTs agreed to do this and 
circulate to shippers. 
 

Action:  iGTs to provide an annotated version of the sections D and E drafting  
 
It was also suggested that it would be useful if iGTs themselves proposed what they believed to 
be an appropriate view of metering in iGT UNC.  iGTs agreed to do this. 
 

Action: iGTs to propose a redraft of sections D and E of iGT UNC and circulate for 
comment. 

 
It was noted that key to this drafting exercise is the treatment of historic arrangements in iGT 
UNC, assuming that it may be appropriate to formally separate meters into different ‘pots’ at 
some stage.  It was further noted that flexibility will be important in case commercial 
arrangements between each iGT and shipper/suppliers do not end up being identical. 
 
In relation to the second document (PSR/New connections) it was agreed that shippers would 
carry out a similar exercise to iGTs, in that they would assess and annotate it for circulation to 
the iGTs. 
 

Action: Shippers to consider iGT PSR document for presentation to iGTs. 
 
Timescales 
 
There is a Gas Forum Shipper Group on 12 April.  It was agreed that iGTs would provide their 
completed actions to shippers by the 11th March.  Shippers would then have a month to look at 
this before they discuss at the April GFSG.  In the meantime shippers would also look at the PSR 
document for discussion at the same GFSG.  There is an iGT/shipper standing workgroup on 20th 
April where these items will be agenda items for further discussion and agreement of next steps. 
 
Impacts of other work 
 
The Review of Metering Arrangements was briefly discussed but it was agreed that the present 
work should continue despite any anticipated outcomes of the ROMA, which were thought to be 
arriving in the summer. 
 
A brief update on the contracts work was given in that iGTs were meeting the following week to 
carry out a final page turn of the joint contract and a further update would follow this meeting. 
 
Summary of actions 
 
 Action Owner Timescale 
1 iGTs to provide an annotated version of 

the sections D and E drafting 
iGTs Start of March 

(deadline 11th) 
2 iGTs to propose a redraft of sections D 

and E of iGT UNC and circulate for 
comment 

iGTs Start of March 
(deadline 11th) 

3 Shippers to consider iGT PSR document 
for presentation to iGTs 

Shippers 12 April 2011 

4 DS to add work items to April DS Late march 



iGT/shipper workgroup 
 

5 Dan Simons to document GT 
interactions in the existing metering 
flows to aid discussion on whether these 
need to be reflected in network code (or 
elsewhere) 
 

Dan Simons TBA 

 


